The complexity we take into account when dealing with complex issues and the way we deal with that complexity is not given or self-evident, it is framed and negotiated. Based on two environmental health decision support case studies we address a set of key methodological choices, crucial in shaping the multi-criteria decision support and illuminate how they followed from transdisciplinary collaboration and negotiation: diversity tolerance, dealing with uncertainty and difference of opinion, weight of information and the epistemological divide between traditional closed and alternative open paradigms. The case studies exemplify the growing conviction amongst methodologists that, especially regarding complex issues, best methods do not exist as such: methods are chosen and tailored in practice and the quality to a large extent is dependent on the process in which methodological development is embedded. We hope to contribute to making explicit the importance of methodological decision making regarding environmental health complexity.
Introduction
Decision support methods have to potentially live up to quite a diversity of expectations, some of which are not easy to combine or reconcile. Moreover the methodological approach seems open for debate as no crystal clear nor any undisputed yardsticks for best practices seem to exist [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The challenge is not only to do justice to the complexity of many decision making issues and processes, but also to do this as pragmatically as possible. Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is considered a valuable method regarding decision making concerning complex issues [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Complexity can be characterized as a phenomenon that cannot be fully described nor understood due the presence of a large number of (often simple) system components that interact in a manner that cannot be explained by the characteristics of the individual components themselves. Moreover both the description and understanding of complexity is open for debate: "more than one description of a complex system is possible. Different descriptions will decompose the system in different ways. Different descriptions may also have different degrees of complexity" [10] . Apart from decision making issues being scientifically complex, often these issues also are of societal importance and socially complex resulting in "complex problems featuring high uncertainty, conflicting objectives, different forms of data and information, multi interests and perspectives, and the accounting for complex and evolving biophysical and socio-economic systems" [9] . Apart from describing, defining and interpreting complexity, also methodologically dealing with complexity is far from unambiguous. How can we select the methodological approach that best suits a specific context, with specific challenges, characteristics and actors?
In this paper we will draw lessons from the application of a multi-criteria group decision support method in two environmental health case studies in Belgium. Multicriteria methods have been used extensively over the last decades in quite a diversity of fields, such as energy [9, 11] , forest management [12] [13] [14] , water management [15] [16] , e-democracy [17] , agricultural management [18] [19] , natural resource management [6, 20] and ecosystem services [21] . Though extensively used in the field of environmental issues [22] [23] [24] , multi-criteria methods have only to a lesser extent been used in the field of environmental health [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Also in the field of health issues the use of multi-criteria methods still seems more limited [35] [36] [37] [38] . Next to field diversity there is also quite a diversity of multi-criteria methods and of applications of those methods [5, 12, 15, 24 ].
We will not go into detailed descriptions of the two case studies here as they are extensively described in other publications [39] [40] . We will mainly try to make explicit which key methodological choices were negotiated in the process of tailoring the multi-criteria decision support to context specific requirements.
Two Case Studies
Between 2001 and 2011 in Flanders (the Dutch speaking part of Belgium) human bio-monitoring research is being carried out, investigating the very complex relation between environmental pollution and human health by measuring pollutants and health effects in human beings, using biomarkers 1 . The project is carried out in the scope of the Flemish Centre of Expertise for Environment and Health (CEH), funded and steered by the Flemish government. In the CEH, environmental health experts from all Flemish universities and from two research institutes cooperate. The CEH combines natural [41] [42] and social scientific research [43] .
We discuss two decision making case studies in which a multi-criteria group decision support method was applied. First the action-plan (2005) (2006) (2007) : together with medical and environmental scientific experts and policymakers, an action-plan for setting policy priorities with regard to the bio-monitoring results was developed [39] ). Second the hotspot selection procedure (2007) (2008) : in the CEH we experimented with the input of a diversity of actors with regard to setting research priorities [40] 2 .
Method

Choosing Method
In the field of operations research, a decisions/management sciences field related to decision support systems (DSS) and multi-criteria analysis (MCDA), already in 1989 Rosenhead [2, 6] sketched the need for an alternative methodological paradigm for dealing with issues that are characterized by "complexity, uncertainty and conflict". Almost simultaneously Funtowicz and Ravetz [44] [45] [46] [47] Rosenhead [2] characterizes the dominant paradigm in the field of operation research as "rational comprehensive planning", planning that is organized as a mainly centralized (top down) expert activity, focusing on objective calculation of the best option for management or policy making. It will do so by identifying a single yardstick for comparing alternatives, collecting extensive data sets that will allow a scientific analysis in which uncertainty is abolished as much as possible, prescribing convincingly and uniquely what is in the best interest regarding the issues at stake. Rosenhead [2] points to extensive evidence stating a centralized expert method to have (limited) success with respect to issues of limited complexity, but does not work well regarding complex issues. Rosenhead follows in the footsteps of Lindblom and Cohen [1] who ten years earlier critically discussed the usability of social scientific knowledge for policymaking and social problem solving in the face of complexity, and propagated a necessary alliance with "ordinary knowledge". Lindblom and Cohen [1] not only opened the visor to "other" knowledge, but also to "other" knowledge producers having a role in the process of knowledge production. This tolerance for diversity is echoed in the alternative paradigm propagated by Rosenhead [2] . This means that there is an openness for a diversity of solutions (alternatives) and for a diversity of yardsticks for assessing these alternatives that do not necessarily have to be commensurable. Compared to the traditional paradigm, in the alternative paradigm the process is more important than the collection of complete datasets or perfect (as possible) analysis of the data. Uncertainties and differences of opinion or even conflicts are accepted as a fact of complex life and the active involvement of a diversity of relevant actors in a bottom up approach is propagated. The importance of the process also means that the analytical part of the decision support method (data and analysis) should be supportive to the process of interaction and judgment, and should not overload it with too much data and analytical detail. We summarize the traditional and alternative paradigms in [6] underline that today many of the MCDA methods should be considered as "hard", or consistent with the traditional and rational scientific management approach.
Stirling [52] [53] points out that regarding both the analytical and the deliberative aspects of decision support methods, the political and institutional contexts, and the power structure within, largely influence the way the processes are organized and relate to governance. Public participation in issue framing and decision making is not, in itself, a guarantee of openness. Maasen and Lieven [54] characterise some of the open participatory processes as nothing more than an exercise in public relations. Stirling [53] describes how the increasing acceptance of such participation in scientific and technological assessments, at national and European Union level, has been to a large extent negated by the still closed, deterministic and linear approaches to innovation and technological progress. The quality of these processes therefore depends not just on making it more open, but also on genuine respect for what it produces, and use of the outcomes. The distinction Stirling makes between "opening up" and "closing down" is of relevance to methodological choices and their outcomes in practice and according to Stirling in many ways transcends the importance of the distinction between participatory (or deliberative) and analytic approaches. The distinction resembles to a large extent characteristics of the traditional and alternative paradigm of Rosenhead [2] . To our understanding especially the question of diversity tolerance is key in this respect and of key importance in methodological choices.
An Analytical Deliberative Approach
In the development of the multi-criteria decision support procedure used in the two environmental health case studies, two major developments were crucial. One was that it was realized that health risk assessment is very informative to the decision making process, but it is not the only issue relevant to policy makers when deciding on environmental health issues. It became clear that especially for policymakers also other issues had to be taken into account, specifically policy aspects (policy relevance) and social aspects (what do stakeholders or the general public think about these issues?). In appreciating this diversity of rather different aspects, the stage was set for a multi-criteria decision support method. Second, it was realized that no expert or small group of experts was able or willing to formulate decision making advice based on this diversity of aspects, partly outside their own domain of expertise. But even within their own domain, that is the broader domain, of e.g. environmental health, they could not be considered experts on all relevant, e.g. environmental health, specifics. As compensation for lack of broader than specialized expertise the organization of critical expert mass through expert elicittation was considered to be a good option. This was not only considered wise because of the diversity of fragmented but relevant (sometimes highly) specialized expertise within one domain, but also because knowledge on environmental health issues is rather limited due to complexity. Moreover the challenge of taking into account the combination of all relevant aspects (health risk + policy aspects + social aspects) and defining what's of priority importance for policy making, was judged to go beyond (specialized) expertise: this really belonged to the domain of politics and social debate. Stakeholder deliberation was considered to be most informative in this respect.
The analytical deliberative approach proposed by Stern and Fineberg [55] offers a beautiful hybrid conceptual framework for this combined challenge of scientific analysis, expert elicitation and social debate: "Analysis uses rigorous, replicable methods, evaluated under the agreed protocols of an expert community (…) to arrive at answers to factual questions. Deliberation is any informal or formal process for communication and collective consideration of issues". According to Chilvers [56] it is "one of the few evaluative frameworks providing a more symmetrical treatment of "analytic-deliberative" processes, including how science is conducted and relates to participatory processes". Stern and Fineberg [55] consider deliberation not only of importance at the end of the pipeline, when analytical scientific results are available, but also at the start, when setting the research agenda or designing decision making procedures, and at other relevant intermediate steps in the process. We do not need to take this framework as a prescriptive one: "Structuring an effective analytic-deliberative process for informing a risk decision is not a matter for a recipe. Every step involves judgment, and the right choices are situation dependent" [55] . One of the weaknesses sometimes considered with respect to deliberative or participatory processes is lack of structuring capacity regarding decision making processes [20] . Linkov et al. [25] make the same point regarding the field of comparative risk assessment. This structuring capacity often is considered to be one of the main strengths of multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA). Several authors [6, 8] plead for a more integrated approach to MCDA, connecting the analytical approach to a more qualitative soft approach in which social aspects and participatory elements can be included. For example Proctor and Drechsler [20] have applied such integrated approach in the field of natural resource management, combining a deliberative method with multicriteria evaluation.
The Multi-Criteria Group Decision Support Method
The decision support method applied in the case studies is inspired by the traditions of group decision support systems and multi-criteria decision analysis. Marakas [4] provides us with a long list of attributes of decision support systems (DSS). DSS are employed in semi structured of unstructured decision contexts and are meant to be supportive to decision making, rather than replacing it. DSS are meant to be interactive and user-friendly, and generally are developed in an evolutionary iterative process, using relevant data and models. DSS can provide support to either an individual or a group and facilitates learning on the part of the decision maker(s). Group decision support systems are one type of DSS, specifically facilitating group interaction and decision making. Within the family of multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) methods, the use of group and especially participatory MCDA is expanding since the 1990s [6, 24, 57] . Mendoza and Martins [6] (like Stern and Fineberg [55] ) stress the importance of involving all relevant actors (experts and stakeholders) in all crucial steps of the process, from start to finish, including methodological choices. Huang et al. [24] state different MCDA methods not to be that different, and consider method choice to depend on familiarity with specific tools or approaches or on opportunities available within specific projects. According to Hajkowicz and Collins [15] different analytical techniques in comparison do not to have clear advantages or disadvantages. They stress the selection of criteria and decision alternatives to be the most important challenges. Several authors moreover point out that methods can be combined in hybrid approaches, as to benefit most from the different qualities of different methods [12, 14] . In fact this is noted to become a trend in the field of MCDA use [12] . Also the importance is stressed of interactive use of the methods: close collaboration between MCDA experts and decision makers or other experts and actors active within or relevant to the process enhances the quality of the methodological application [12, 14] .
Often multi-criteria methods are rather demanding for participants in the assessment. Participants often have to supply a lot of information or information that is hard to number of case studies and especially the case studies that can be characterized as interpretive case studies, thus approaches that are more judgemental and deliberative than the more traditional approaches that focus more on expert calculations. The methodological application that we are about to introduce can be considered an example of such interpretive case study approach.
get. AURORA (Aggregating Unicriterion Rankings into One RAnking), the method applied in the prioritization procedure, tries to overcome such shortcomings. AU-RORA was developed at the University of Antwerp (De Keyser and Springael [58] ). It is based on the merge and comparison of rankings. The reason rankings are used is that with respect to complex issues, it is often difficult for experts to give absolute judgements. Moreover, it allows us to use qualitative notions like e.g. a range from very difficult to very easy. Especially, the latter would be problematic for most MCDA's since they are not fit to work with qualitative data. The advantage of working with qualitative data, is that it creates some robustness with respect to expert judgements. A disadvantage is of course that some elementary mathematical operations are not allowed. AURORA solves this problem by respecting the ordinal character of the rankings. To this end Kendall's tau or an extension [59] is used in the procedure. Based on expert judgements a ranking will be produced on each criterion. Pair wise comparison of rankings on different criteria will generate consensus rankings. The participants (decision makers or stakeholders) in the MCDA attribute relative importance/weight to the different criteria. We will not extensively elaborate on the mathematical design and solutions of the MCDA-method used in the case studies.
The Decision Making Process
The decision making processes in the case studies in which the multi-criteria group decision support method was applied have important characteristics in common. First the close interdisciplinary cooperation between natural and social scientists. This implies that the general approach had to be negotiated between rather different disciplinary backgrounds, and that natural and social scientific data had to be combined in the process. Second the close cooperation with policy representatives: the research had to be policy relevant, which puts different demands to the decision making process than only scientific ones. Third the involvement of both external experts and stakeholders.
The processes in both case studies are organised in different analytical or deliberative phases, each consisting of specific procedural steps (Figure 1) . First in a deliberative phase the decision support procedure is defined, the diversity of decision making criteria is chosen and the decision alternatives that have to prioritized are selected. As in both case studies the amount of alternaAccording to Arnott & Pervan [50] one of the most prominent shortcomings in the field of DSS is the widening gap between DSS-expertise and practice. They plea for improvement of DSS research by increasing the tives was rather large, a pre-selection of alternatives was performed for pragmatic reasons.
Second in an analytical phase desk research (such as literature and data research) is performed as to provide the different alternatives with background information concerning the different assessment criteria. The environmental and health information relevant to assess the public health aspects is collected by natural scientists. The social scientists are responsible for policy-related and social aspects. Next, based on the desk research information the alternatives are assessed in an expert elicitation. Experts on environment and health assess the public health criterion, policy experts assess the policy aspects and social experts assess the social aspects. These assessments result in both quantitative information (priority rankings of alternatives on different criteria) and qualitative information (arguments, difference of opinion, uncertainties). The outcomes of the expert elicitation are processed in a multi-criteria decision analysis.
Third, in a deliberative phase the results of both desk research and expert consultation are discussed in a stakeholder deliberation that gives advice on the basis of all information: different than specialized expertise, a societal view deals with the political question of deciding what's important considering all specific aspects together. The procedures used in the case studies are aimed at a well informed decision-making by the final decision making body (the Ministers of Environmental and Health policies decide on policy priorities presented in the action-plan; the CEH in close cooperation with policymakers decides on research priorities in the hotspot selection procedure).
Finally external communication. Transparency was considered of the utmost importance, not only at the end when decisions were taken, but also considering important intermediate steps such as defining the procedure and stakeholder deliberation.
Negotiated Complexity in Practice
Before we now turn to the practice of two case studies of the Flemish Centre of Expertise for Environment and Health (CEH) in which the multi-criteria group decision support method was applied. First the action-plan: together with medical and environmental scientific experts and policymakers, an action-plan for setting policy priorities with regard to the bio-monitoring results was developed [39] . Second the hotspot selection procedure: in the CEH we experimented with the input of a diversity of actors with regard to setting research priorities [40] .
Complexity
Scientifically there is little doubt that the relation between the environment and human health is complex. In the European Union, for example, tens of thousands of chemical substances are on the market. For a number of individual toxic substances the health effects from high doses are well-established. The effects of small doses of many substances over a longer period are, however, unknown [60] . Also unknown are the effects of different substances in combination-though there are clues in the form of DNA damage, hormone disruptions, loss of sperm quality, the risk of cancer. It is not always possible to prove unambiguously that a causal relationship exists between environmental pollution and specific health effects. Scientific assessment of environmental health risks is faced with large (partly irreducible) uncertainties, knowledge gaps, and imperfect understanding, out of which may arise deep-seated conflicts and controversies [44, [61] [62] . Nor is complexity merely a function of (natural scientific) science; risks are also socially complex because they are interwoven with our way of life, our perceptions and interests, our norms and values [63] [64] [65] .
The question is to what extent and how do we take this complexity into account when dealing with it? Do we acknowledge complexity in our approach or do we drastically simplify and reduce it to relatively simple proportions? In the first case study regarding the policy relevance of human biomonitoring results, the initial reflex in the CEH was one of reduction: one yardstick (health risk) for assessing alternatives was chosen, to be objectified on the basis of environmental health scientific knowledge and performed by natural scientific experts of the CEH. There seemed no doubt in the early stages that this would work, and the fact that it did not really work came as a bit of a surprise for all involved, being mainly the natural scientific environmental health experts of the CEH and the policy representatives who also mainly have a natural scientific background. As indicated before (see the paragraph on the analytical deliberative approach) next to a growing awareness of underestimated complexity and lack of problem solving capacity of natural scientific science alone, step by step the complexity that was considered relevant for the methodological approach became a topic for negotiation, and as such negotiated complexity. In this process of negotiating complexity the social scientists more and more became involved. Gradually the methodological approach that was under construction opened up its visor to more than one yardstick, to more than one type of assessment and to more than one type of actors. Next to the health risk yardstick also the policy and social aspects were considered to be of relevance, setting the stage for a multi-criteria approach. Apart from focussing mainly on natural scientific CEH experts, gradually also social scientific and policy experts were considered to be relevant. And even step by step it was realized that the critical mass within the CEH would probably be too limited, scientifically, which open-ed the visor to external experts, and socially, which opened the visor to stakeholder involvement. The opening up to other actors also opened the visor to other methodological approaches for analysis and judgement, bringing more deliberative, qualitative and judgmental elements into play.
We want to stress that the above description of the opening up development by no means can be explained as merely or only the result of the inherent complexity of the endeavour as it gradually unfolded, or of environmental health science and policy making in general. It resulted from the interplay of a diversity of actors, approaching the matter from different perspectives and step by step trying to find a way forward and negotiating on how to methodologically approach this.
Diversity Tolerance
A key issue in methodological developments was the question of tolerance for diversity. This has constantly been a key topic of (sometimes intense) debate within the CEH, even when running the agreed upon procedure in practice. The main divide in this discussion has been between the traditional and alternative paradigm as characterized by Rosenhead [2] . To some extent this divide within the CEH was a disciplinary one, with the natural scientists taking a more traditional stance and the social scientists pleading more for an alternative approach. The fact that this divide largely was disciplinary does not of course mean that all natural scientists work within the traditional paradigm and all social scientists within the alternative. Both paradigms potentially are present in both disciplinary fields. In the CEH and the case studies though the divide overall characterizes the main differences between both groups rather well. Still we should not perceive this as a black and white issue: though mainly traditionally oriented, clearly openness for an alternative approach grew over time in the CEH. The policy representatives closely involved in the process seemed to constantly have the divide as a split in their mindset, depending on the topic, on who was making a point (natural scientists or social scientists), open to some extent to both positions on different occasions, be it never stable, ever searching for a good balance. The combination of a natural scientific background and the policy perspective constantly confronted them with this hybrid position.
In general the methodological development can be characterized as opening up a traditional approach to alternatives. This does not mean that all steps in the decision making process can be characterized as opening up. And though the same procedure was used in both case studies, there are clear differences, sometimes opening up to diversity, sometimes closing down. We highlight some illustrative examples; a full overview following the steps presented in Figure 1 , is given in Table 2 .
In defining decision alternatives, the case studies used different approaches. In the Action-plan, the alternatives were defined by the CEH (scientists and policy makers): they decided how to interpret the outcomes of the human biomonitoring research, as to come to a pre-selection of alternatives for further inquiry. In the Hotspot Selection Procedure the definition of alternatives was opened up to a larger group of actors, open ended to some extent, as not only a diversity of actors was invited directly to propose hotspots, but also the snow ball method was used. The approach was less open though regarding the definition of what could potentially be considered a hotspot: this was done by the CEH. Also the pre-selection that followed after the collection of hotspots was done by the CEH, limiting the scope of potential research drastically from 85 to 9 alternatives. Mainly research aspects were considered for the pre-selection: can the proposed hotspot be investigated by means of human biomonitoring?
Interestingly one of the alternatives that dropped out in the pre-selection (health problems caused by traffic) was put back on the table at a later stage by some stakeholders in the stakeholder deliberation. In retrospect here the narrowing down of the pre-selection to one criterion (research aspects) was questioned by the stakeholders, re-opening the discussion by pointing at the importance of another criterion: the health risk of traffic. In fact, at the end, traffic was selected as one of the most important candidate hotspots, be it that the ability to do scientific research on it was proposed to be further investigated first, to be funded by the government.
In the first case study (Action-plan), parallel to the discussions in the CEH on either a more traditional or a more alternative approach, a similar discussion developed in the team performing the multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA): a MCDA expert external to the CEH and a social scientist from the CEH. At the start of their collaboration the MCDA expert took more of a traditional stance, while the social scientist preferred opening up to alternative notions. Gradually this developed into more openness towards stakeholder involvement in tailoring the MCDA to the stakeholder deliberation. When we first approached the stakeholders, we thought it wise not to overwhelm them with information. We considered the richness of both the desk research and the expert elicitation to be too much for the stakeholders to handle. At the same time, we also thought it to be important to be transparent: this should not be a black box exercise. Participants had a right to take full notice of relevant information if they wanted to. We thus employed a strategy of supplying limited information at the start but also highlighting that more information could be made available when deemed necessary. 
Uncertainty and Difference of Opinion
In individual interviews most stakeholders showed interest to take into account all information, including detailed information on aspects such as expert assessment uncertainty and dispersion of expert assessments. During the expert elicitation several types of uncertainty were brought forward by the experts: lack of expertise, lack of knowledge within the scientific domain, lack of information in the desk research, lack of interpretability of the human biomonitoring results, and lack of clear sight on cause-effect relationships. Also quite some difference of opinion amongst experts could be noted, the dispersion of which was calculated by means of an ordinal dispersion index (Leik [66] ): see Figure 2 .
We decided to introduce an extra stakeholder questionnaire in which we asked them about aspects they considered to be important and how they wanted to take these into account in the MCDA. The results regarding issues of expert uncertainty and number of experts involved in specific parts of the expert elicitation (called here knowledge base) are presented in Figure 3 .
It shows that with respect to e.g. the issue lack of knowledge in science most stakeholders considered this to be an important issue. In taking this into account though, quite some differences occur: half of them want to weigh assessments showing this type of uncertainty extra in the analysis, whereas others want to give less weight. In the MCDA we treated this on the level of the experts or individual alternatives, depending on which level the qualification applied to. On the level of an expert e.g. suppressed means we weigh that experts' ranking two times less. On the level of an alternative e.g. strongly stimulated means an alternative is promoted in ranking by four positions.
The Weight of Information on Deliberation
The richness of information that came out of MCDA, presented at the start of the stakeholder deliberation in the Action-plan, appeared to be too overwhelming for several participants. The information that was presented clearly was in need of some time for digestion and it was quite extensively debated and challenged: the presented outcomes from the MCDA were not taken for granted. This was also reflected in the group advice the stakeholders agreed upon in the end: no ranking was given as a group advice, but instead the alternatives were commented on and some general recommendations were given. Main arguments for not giving one or several rankings being complexity (too complex for non-experts), they considered it the responsibility of the ministers to Copyright © 2013 SciRes. AJOR prioritize and they did not feel at ease with the fact that they were not backed by their organisations (they could not consult them on this). They also stated that normally when taking part in formal advisory settings, instead of a diversity of options to discuss a more crystallized advisory text is presented to them, and they can comment on it, e.g. by discussing mainly the arguments without in depth comments on specific technicalities. Strikingly as such the stakeholders in the Action-plan on methodology advised for future decision making processes to simultaneously close down and open up the approach. Closing down regarding the amount of information and options to be discussed by the stakeholders: they preferred a more crystallized advisory text for them to comment on. Opening up regarding the outcome and responsibility of the stakeholder deliberation: the open ended character of the stakeholder deliberation was preferred over a clear cut group advice which the decision makers may hide behind their own decision making responsibilities. This advice was taken up in the Hotspot Selection Procedure. Instead of focusing on full transparency while providing information, we focused the discussion on a concrete advisory proposal, which could be commented upon. Some stakeholders who also took part in the Action-plan were more satisfied, because they had to deal with less detailed information. Some "new" stakeholders nevertheless as well as some "old" ones kept having questions about more or less the same type of detailed information on toxicological issues or on scientific uncertainties and diversity in expert opinions.
Epistemological Divide
While tailoring the decision support method to the case studies, the divide between the more closed expert centered approach of the traditional paradigm and the more open approach of the alternative paradigm remained prominent amongst the CEH actors involved. The more traditional experts complain about (from their perspective) nonessential extra complexity of time-consuming open procedures, which put the core of their work under pressure. They also question the relevance of the outcomes of such procedures, to their belief adding nothing to what was already known, and question the necessity of using 'so much words' in reporting about the process. Moreover they question the competence of non-experts and the fact that potentially the value of their own competence can be questioned. Some feel like guinea pigs in some social scientific experiment. The social scientists, more keen to alternative approaches, question the traditional stance of traditional experts stating their own expertise to be superior and objective whereas others subjective, their expert knowledge to be too complicated for outsiders and fear of misuse by others, and fear of panic when involving members of the general public in deliberations about their knowledge. To a large extent this superiority statement of more traditionally oriented CEH experts is formulated as an issue of sheer pragmatics: understanding or perhaps even supporting the merits of a more open social scientific approach, but not at the cost of their own position and work (see also Albert et al. [67] ). Thus, even though at early stages in methodological development a more open approach was agreed upon also by more traditional experts, still on several occasions, when concrete practical method choices had to be made, the opening up features were criticized as being practically unfeasible.
The policymakers remained in a middle of the road position, seemingly being in two minds all the time. On the one hand clinging to the dominant evidence based policy culture of superior unambiguous scientific proof, on the other open to acknowledging scientific uncertainty, the importance of precaution and public support. A clear sign of this split is noticeable both in internal and external communications of policy representatives: though eagerly embracing the open procedure and especially the bonus of potential public support, they almost exclusively refer to health risk assessment when it comes to the quality of the whole approach, thus implying onecriterion expert assessment in the end to be superior for guiding and legitimating policy choices.
Discussion and Conclusions
What can we learn from the case study experiences? The specificity of a context often is too different from other contexts to be able to generally define lessons or best practice methods from a distance. Still we have learned some lessons that can be of inspiration to other cases. Fundamental epistemological issues relevant to methodological choices showed to be dynamic in practice and inconclusive: proponents of both traditional (closed) and alternative (open) paradigms being part of the process contributed to lively discussions along the way, resulting in mixed (or combined, hybrid) approaches, that were under discussion all the time. The dynamic nature of context specific negotiation and the resulting creative and discursive process override methodological properties in importance: in practice the process steers the method, not the other way around.
As Arnott and Pervan [50] stipulated for the field of decision support systems, in general, experts have created quite a distance between expertise and practical reality. Clearly there is the need for more reality checks of expert knowledge and approaches in order to become more practice relevant. The reluctance of traditional experts for opening up their expertise to critique and diversity appears as a disease of expertise, not being helpful in overcoming the gap between expert knowledge and practical relevance in real life complexity. Goetghebeur et al. [38] refer in this respect to "a 'black box' syndrome" of closed expert approaches such as cost effectiveness approaches. Banville et al. [57] point at "the ever present temptation to reduce stakeholders to a few mathematical parameters". Of course this does not mean that there is no value in expert knowledge as such and that anything goes. Nor does this mean that we should discuss at length about everything with everybody. Pragmatic choices have to be made in order to result in practical approaches and adequate actions. The choice of what's to be considered a good practical approach or adequate action though does no longer necessarily only reside in the ivory tower of traditional academia.
Methodological choices that stood out in the case studies are closely related to complexity and the viewpoints on how to deal with complexity. Even though we may suspect complexity to be an intrinsic property of issues or contexts, methodologically to a large extent this is a topic for debate and negotiation and as such becomes negotiated complexity. The extent to which complexity is acknowledged and taken into account cannot be fully objectified, largely it is chosen. Apart from disciplinary or social preferences also pragmatic considerations play a role here. A balance needs to be found between different actor perspectives and between quality and resources. Diversity tolerance, closely related to negotiated complexity, cannot turn a blind eye to pragmatic considerations either: open approaches may be more demanding on resources and actors involved than traditional approaches. Taking into account all potentially relevant information, including disclosure of uncertainties and difference of opinion, may weigh too heavy on the process, for example once it has to be taken into account in deliberations. Yet, one can also try to be pragmatic in taking into account elements of diversity, for example by investing less in extensive data collection and analysis, and more in deliberation as such. Moreover it is a matter of attitude: do we think in terms of superior knowledge and best solutions only, and accept all limitations of such approach, or do we (also) think in terms of diversity of relevant expertise and viewpoints? Or in other words: do we only make calculations about what can be calculated, or do we (also) discuss about importance?
The epistemological divide between the traditional and alternative paradigms largely sticks to ambassadors of either paradigm. Without ambassadors of either paradigm at the table where crucial methodological choices are being made, especially in practice and under resource constraints such as time pressure, the weight of a dominant paradigm will largely steer the process. This does not mean that there can be no cross boundary figures such as the policy makers in the case studies. This also does not mean that for example the traditional experts are not open to alternative approaches or that they do not see the value of it. In the CEH clearly there was good will regarding opening up, especially at the level of ambition, before concrete practical methodological choices had to be made. Still, along the way, the open arms appeared to be accompanied by closed mindsets amongst the traditional experts [40] . Without the social scientists being concretely involved, the opening up elements probably would have had a hard time to survive in real practice. It is therefore crucial that the diversity which is considered to be relevant in the process in one way or the other is represented by either ambassadors of diversity as such or representatives of specific (e.g. experts and stakeholder) diversity at the methodological decision table.
Finally we may conclude that as a structuring method, the MCDA hardly has been questioned along the way and seems suitable for not only dealing with complexity but also offers a suitable framework for negotiated complexity. MCDA is capable of embracing the above mentioned key methodological choices even when there is speak of a fundamental epistemological divide. Also it seems capable of structuring the complexity of taking into account diversity tolerance. Making explicit which methodological choices have been made and by whom is crucial in illuminating the value of its outcomes. As such, with our case study approach, we hope to have contributed to methodological decision making regarding multicriteria decision support in real life practice.
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